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Viruses and their related diseases have always posed a significant hazard to humans. The
current pandemic caused by the Covid-19 (SARS-CoV-2) virus is the latest illustration of
what this tiny organism can do to humanity at large, putting everything on the brink of
collapse. So it is reasonable that early diagnosis of infection from viruses remains a crucial
step to prevent such human suffering. Many traditional methods are already in use for
detecting viruses, including molecular approaches, serological methods, direct virus
culture methods, and so on. Such traditional methods though are brilliant at some
stages but are not devoid of drawbacks. To overcome the limits of conventional
procedures, new techniques have been developed which tried to eradicate the
demerits of the former procedures. Biosensors have come up with a lot of promises in
terms of detecting viruses and diseases connected with them. The development of various
types of such biosensors such as Affinity-based nano-biosensors, Nanoisland affinity-
based biosensors, Graphene affinity-based biosensors, Nanowires based biosensors,
Optical nano biosensors, Fiber optic nano-biosensors, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)
based optical nano-biosensors, Total internal reflection fluorescence, Surface-Enhanced
Raman Scattering (SERS), Electrochemical nano-biosensors had helped us in the rapid
and sensitive detection of viruses. Aid to these nanosensors, viral detection now becomes
very sensitive, rapid and cost has come down to a significant low. In this review, an attempt
has been made to compile all of the different nano-biosensors and their applications. Due
attention is given to the fact that the reader gets the grasp of the concept with much ease.
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INTRODUCTION

Viruses can infect a wide range of hosts, including humans,
poultry animals, plants, insects, and even microbes. If the viral
infection is not recognized early, it can cause serious diseases in
the host, most of which are fatal. Molecular approaches,
serological methods, direct virus culture methods, and other
traditional methods have been used to detect viruses since the
beginning. Culture technique is one of the most significant
virology methods for determining the viral titer or the amount
of virus in a sample. This is mostly a direct approach for detecting
viruses. Plaque assays focus on forming assays, and
transformation assays are used to determine these
characteristics features. In the Plaque assay, the monolayers of
cultured cells are incubated with the preparation of the virus to
allow adsorption to the cell. When the originally infected cells
release progeny particles, the gel restricts the spread of viruses to
neighboring uninfected cells. As a result, each infectious particle
produces a clear zone of infected cells called plaque. Focus
forming assay can easily detect the advancement of various
materials, particularly nanomaterials such as carbon
nanotubes, graphene, carbon nanoparticles, magnetic and
metal nanoparticles, nanosized clays, and different polymers
such as nanosized and nanostructured polymers, molecularly
imprinted polymers, and hybrids. Transformation assay is also
known as the fluorescent focus test, which is a variation of the
plaque assay. The transformed cells from tiny stacks or foci after
infection can be easily distinguished from the rest of the
uninfected cells in a mono-layered culture plate (Cooper,
1955). In Serological diagnosis, we can assess the
concentration of antigen or antibodies by performing these
procedures. In most serological tests, we utilize fast antigen
assays, which are tiny kit that allows us to detect whether a
certain antigen is present or not in a patient’s serum. ELISA is
used to identify any antigens or antibodies in a patient’s serum
sample. ELISA has several drawbacks, including the fact that it
can be more difficult to quantify enzyme activity, that which is
influenced by plasma components, so it can provide false positive
and negative results, and also it is expensive (Clark et al., 1986).
RIA is utilized to examine a chemical or antigen that’s only
present in trace amounts. Here, radio-labelled and unlabelled
antigens compete for binding to a high-affinity antibody
(Bauxbam, 2011). Rapid Test Kit is also based on antigen-
antibody reaction. Nowadays, this has wide use in the
detection of Coronavirus. But these give false positive or
negative results. The molecular diagnostic can easily detect
with the advancement of various materials, such as carbon
nanotubes, graphene, carbon nanoparticles, magnetic and
metal nanoparticles, nanosized clays, and different polymers
such as nanosized and nanostructured polymers, molecularly
imprinted polymers, and hybrids. Rapid Test Kit with the
progress of numerous materials, such as carbon nanotubes,
graphene, carbon nanoparticles, magnetic and metal
nanoparticles, nanosized clays, and diverse polymers such as
nanosized and nanostructured polymers, molecularly
imprinted polymers, and hybrids, we can readily detect for
future use (Gu and Zhang, 2018).

NANO-BIOSENSORS

A nano-biosensor consists of a receptor transducer and detector
that generate a digital output. The transducer then converts the
signal analysed by the detector. The efficiency of nanosensors can
be improved by employing nano-films, gold nano-particles (La
Spada and Vegni, 2018) quantum dots for the amplification of
signals. Nanomaterials are known to have excellent optical,
electrical, magnetic, mechanical properties and a uniquely high
surface area over volume ratio that can improve patient care as it
provides technique with minimal invasion and can provide rapid,
sensitive and specific detection of viruses at even low level.

Nanoparticles can be classified into different classes based on
their size, shape and structure. NPs possess distinctive physical
and chemical properties because of their high surface area and
nanoscale size. The sensitivity of a sensor is enhanced by
employing nano-particles. For example, the lowest LOD of H7
subtype Influenza A virus by ELISA is 10 ng/ml and the LOD of
LSPR- induced immunofluorescence nanobiosensor for influenza
virus is 0.4 pg/ml. Their reactivity and toughness are also a result
of their size, shape and structure. There are different types of
nanosensors. Affinity-based nanobiosensors are a type of
biosensors that interact with receptors such as ssDNA,
antibodies, and aptamers interact with nanoparticles in
affinity-based nano biosensors to offer high sensitivity (Bishop
et al., 2009).

The increased surface/volume ratio enables efficient selective
surface contact of nano-biosensor with biotinylated, resulting in
bio-receptor immobilization. Affinity-based biosensors have been
coupled with different nanoparticles such as gold nanoparticles,
graphene, and nanowires to detect SARSCoV2 in recent times
due to the global coronavirus outbreaks (Drobysh et al., 2021).
Optical nanosensors employ gold nanoparticles because they
improve the refractive index change. Gold nanoparticles’
binding ability has been improved by conjugating them with
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which offer better and more effective
immobilization. Gold nano-islands are gold aggregates ranging in
size from 20 to 80 nm and are also utilized in the development of
biosensors.

Graphene possesses excellent electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties and it is integrated with an
electrochemical biosensor for improved detection of
bioanalysts (Figure 1A). It is also cost-effective, chemically
stable, electrochemically inert, and shows excellent
conductivity. It shows efficient immobilization to ligands like
ssDNA and antibodies, and this can be achieved by employing
techniques like covalent-binding, electro-polymerization, and
adsorption techniques. Graphene is also used in optical and
field-effect transistors (FET) (Wu et al., 2018).

Nanowires have a diameter comparable to that of the
biotinylated that are to be analyzed. NWS possesses highly
reproducible electrical as well as optical properties (Duan
et al., 2001; Bishop et al., 2009). Silica Nanowires are widely
used in biosensing as it shows great photonic properties; it also
has high biocompatibility for sensing purposes (Ambhorkar et al.,
2018). In an aqueous solution, biological molecules are charged
and can be easily detected if NWs are tagged with suitable
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receptors. SiNWs can be used to detect viral particles with high
sensitivity (Kaushik et al., 2014). An optical nano-biosensor is
referred to as a sensor that uses light to detect the effect of
chemicals on a biological system. The principle for this kind of
nano-biosensor mainly relies on optical and luminescent
properties of nanoparticles, luminescence resonance energy
transfer, and surface plasmon effects. QDs, UCNPs, AuNPs
are the nanomaterials used as well as organic dye-based
nanoparticles are used in biosensors that have a capacity of
absorption of luminescence. This kind of biosensor is well
designed to accept the fluorescence signal when targeting the
analytes (Campion and Kambhampati, 1998; Gu and Zhang,
2018). Fiber-optic nano-biosensors (also named optrodes) are
devices having an immobilized biocatalyst fixed at the distal end
of a fiber-optic detection device (Leung et al., 2017). This bio-
catalyst mediates between a sensor and an analyte, assisting the
detection of a desirable compound from a sample of interest.
They are also used in agricultural sectors to quantify pesticides
using the principle of conical-shaped optical fiber detection
(Arjmand et al., 2017). Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
-based optical nano-biosensor follows an optical measurement
of refractive index change using monochromatic light that excites
the plasmons (Prabowo et al., 2018) (Figure 1B). These types of
biosensors can detect large molecules, hence are considered
universal detectors. SPR based optical nano biosensors are used
in clinical research, mainly in quantifying drugs requiring
TDM, such as anticoagulants, antibiotics, and anticancer
drugs. There are two variations in this SPR phenomenon,
such as SPR imaging (SPRi) and localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) (Ktari et al., 2011). Total Internal

Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) nano-biosensors are based on
the fluorescence activity of nanomaterials. This type of
biosensor is used especially for the environmental
monitoring of wastewater from industries that could affect
human and animal health and also find great use in
quantifying immunosuppressant drugs. In Surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS), amplifying the intensity of the
Raman scattering phenomenon by using NPS or metallic
structures is the main principle of the SERS technique
(Garzón et al., 2019) (Figure 1C). This type of biosensor is
used to quantify drugs as well as to detect antibiotics.
Electrochemical biosensors are biosensors where direct
conversion of a biological constituent to an electrical signal
is performed (Figure 2). The advantages of this method include
enhanced detection levels, ability to employ turbid bio-fluids,
and rapid measurement. The approach for immobilization of
the particular recognition elements demands their interactions
with transition metal complexes on the electrode surface, which
was primarily based on the redox-active monolayer.
Electrochemical nano biosensors are the most attended form
of biosensors for their low-cost and less time-effective
procedure as well as higher sensitivity and lower sample
quantity needed (Shoaie et al., 2019). Electrochemical
detection techniques include voltammetric, amperometric,
impedimetric, and potentiometric strategies.

The voltammetric method is a type of electrochemical nano-
biosensors; the current is measured as a function of electrode
potential that results in the quantitative determination of ions
and molecules. This technique has fewer limitations than other
techniques (Schloz, 2015).

FIGURE 1 | Graphene affinity based biosensor. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based biosensor. Surface enhanced raman scattering.
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In Amperometric, current in electrodes is measured based on
the redox activity of an enzyme (mainly horseradish peroxidase/
HRP) (Davis and Higson 2012; Bollela and Gorton, 2018;
Monteiro and Almeida, 2019). Enzymes can accelerate
chemical reactions due to their catalytic activity and specific
binding capacity. Although enzymes have drawbacks,
including limited stability, tendency to lose activity after a
relatively short time, functioning capacity, and expensive
source and extracting, isolating, purifying process (Shoaie,
et al., 2019). In the impedimetric method type of
electrochemical nano-biosensors, the impedance of a system is
measured over a range of frequencies. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS), the most important technique over other
methods, can be performed as a label-free detection method
(Bahadır and Sezgintürk, 2016; Xu et al., 2016). Potentiometric
method electrochemical nano-biosensor gauges the charge
accretion (potential) between an ion-selective electrode and a
reference electrode. Magnetic biosensors have gained great
attention in the past 2 decades. Surface and volume-based
magnetic biosensors have been made to detect viruses,
pathogens, cancerous biomarkers (Aytur et al., 2006; Rettcher
et al., 2015). The benefit of a magnetic nano-biosensor over an
optical or electrochemical biosensor is that it creates less
background noise because the biological environment is
mainly non-magnetic.

Detection of Human Immuno Deficiency
Virus
There are mainly two serotypes of HIV, HIV-1 (Global
prevalence) and HIV-2 (West Africa prevalence). AIDS is
mainly a sexually transmitted disease but non-sexual
transmission can occur from mother to her infant during
pregnancy and also during labour by exposure to her blood or
vaginal fluid and even through her breast milk (Singh et al., 2016).
HIV is a positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus with a genome
size of around 9 kb. Generally, the incubation period of this virus
ranges from several weeks to several months, and the viral load is
undetectable during this phase. There are several standard
diagnostics available for HIV like RT-PCR, ELISA and rapid
test. The nucleic acid hybridization strategies for rapid test have

some disadvantages such as failure to produce precise results in
acute or severe HIV diagnosis as there is a need for quantification
of RNA from the HIV (La Spada and Vegni, 2018), DNA
electrochemical based test measures used for HIV detection,
which involves the hybridization approach of HIV-
complementary DNA fragments present in the sample is still
in the research phase and needs to be modified to make more
accurate, precise, and rapid for larger-scale use in the diagnostic
laboratories (Wang et al., 1996; Bishop et al., 2009). Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR) which is based on the variation of the
solvent’s refractive index during complex formation and
dissociation, may detect the presence of HIV viruses and show
a lot of promise for future diagnostics. This sort of biosensor can
identify a variety of bio-molecules, including viral particles,
proteins, and RNA. Improved piezoelectric biosensors are
more appealing HIV detection methods, the screening test is
done by BIOTEST AG, having a 100% specificity. Photonic
crystal (PC) nanostructured optical biosensors are also used to
detect HIV. 384 well microplates with an elastic polyester
substrate are utilized for PC biosensors. For HIV diagnosis,
this method is quite effective. Sensitive impedimetric
biosensors are based on impedimetric analysis that consists of
super magnetic particles or magnetic beads which are used as a
label for HIV diagnosis. Polyethyleneimine magnetic beads can
also be used for this technique (Guily et al., 2019).

Detection of Influenza Virus
Influenza, sometimes known as the flu, is caused by the influenza
virus, which belongs to the Orthomyxoviridae family. This virus
affects around two million individuals each year. Fever, running
nose, sore throat, muscular discomfort, headache, coughing, and
tiredness are some of the symptoms. If not diagnosed early, this
might result in a serious condition. The most often used
techniques for viral detection include real-time polymerase
chain reaction, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, and
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (Cooper,
1961). But all of them have their own limitations. A new-age
method to detect the Influenza virus has been extensively
exploited. Antibody-modified boron-doped diamond
biosensors are one such example. Boron-doped diamond
electrode biosensor is a technique that uses a sialic acid-mimic

FIGURE 2 | Electrochemical nanobiosensor for viral detection.
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pentapeptide using click-chemistry reaction for the detection of
influenza virus (Figure 3). The peptide is used instead of the more
common silyl oligosaccharide receptor 8, 9, which is the common
receptor for influenza A and B. H1N1 and H3N2 IFVs were
detectable using impedance spectroscopy, in the range of
20–400 plaque-forming units (pfu) after 45 min of incubation.
This sensor is a form of nanoscale surface biosensor that detects
anti-M antibodies and allows for an order of magnitude
improvement in detection speed and resolution for early
detection of influenza virus. A sample of the throat or nasal
wash is collected for early viral identification. The detection of
influenza A and B viruses is also done by using a quartz crystal
microbalance biosensor. The mass sensitivity of the
immunosensor was enhanced by combining 13 nm gold
nanoparticles with the detecting antibody, resulting in a 10-
fold improvement in sensitivity and a detection limit of 1 ×
103 pfu/ml. This method is less expensive than PCR and ELISA.

The nasal wash is used to collect the sample (PeduruHewa et al.,
2009).

Carbon nanotube electric immunoassay is used for the
detection of swine influenza virus H1N1, this biosensor is
based on the electrical properties of single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs). Here, the virus and the antibody
complexes influence the conductance of SWCNT thin film.
This thin film has been constructed by facile layer by layer
self-assembly. The final step of this essay is done by using the
electric characterization of immunochips. The resistance of
immunochips tends to increase upon surface adsorption of
macromolecules such as poly-L-lysine, anti-SIV antibodies,
and SIVs tend to improve immunochip resistance. This
resistance develops when SIV binds to anti-SIV. Non-SIVs are
used in the sensor selectivity experiments, which exhibit a
normalized resistance shift of 12% as a background (Lee et al.,
2011) (Figure 4).

FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram for detection of influenza virus by boron doped diamond (BDD) nanobiosensor.

FIGURE 4 | Influenza virus detection by carbon nanotube biosensor.
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Optical biosensors are used for sensitive detection of influenza
virus with genetically engineered fusion protein by combining
microarray and manufacturing nanoparticles onto a single glass
chip; a full optical analytical system was established, enabling
specific and sensitive diagnosis with subsequent binding. SPR
analysis was used to optimize reaction conditions for maximal
reactivity, while SPRi analysis was used to performmore sensitive
interactions. By switching manufacturing procedures created on
the gold surface utilizing nanoparticles, the advanced phase-in of
the enhanced plasmonic sensing system enables more efficient
and sensitive detection. Another novel approach for detecting the
influenza virus in swabs from the human throat is electrochemical
spectroscopy. This technique detects all kinds of influenza A virus
quickly and with a sensitivity equivalent to molecular approaches.
Detection of avian influenza virus subtype H5 using a biosensor
based on high spatial resolution image ellipsometry has been
described as a new technique. The resulting alterations on the
wafers’ surface were immediately observed in gray-scale on an
imaging ellipsometry picture. This biosensor not only has higher
sensitivity than lateral-flow immunoassays, but it can also
perform multiplexed tests at the same time and have opened
up a new dimension for the development of different biosensors
(Qi et al., 2010).

Detection of Dengue Virus
Dengue virus, the causative agent of dengue fever is indeed a
matter of concern because there are no antivirals and vaccines
present to date to control the Dengue virus. Rapid and fast
detection is thus the need of the hour.

Optical biosensors are used for dengue virus detection as they
generally measure photons rather than electrons. The residue-free
nucleic acid immobilization along with microfluidic
functionalization enables it to detect the Dengue virus in
multiplexed mode (Boonham et al., 2014). Surface Plasmon
resonance (SPR) based biosensor is one of the first optical
label-free biosensors for detecting the Dengue virus. The SERS
(Surface-enhanced Raman scattering) biosensor is primarily
based on sensitive optical detection for the early detection of
viral illnesses such as Dengue fever, but it can also be used to
detect cancer. The Raman bands are too simple here, with a
simple fingerprint sensor that simplifies the procedure and can
also be studied using SERS spectra. Photobleaching issues aren’t a
problem in this area. This is useful for detecting the Dengue virus,

and it’s done on the surface of a SERS active Ag-Au bimetallic
device that has been functionalized with DNA probes (Ngo et al.,
2014). This is a very effective method of detecting Dengue fever
early on. For viral detection, this technique is inexpensive and
practical. On the sensor surface, the Dengue Ag–antibody
binding interaction was directly proportional to target
concentration. Sensor antibodies bind to antigens that have
been fixed on the biosensor’s surface as probes in this test.
Temperature and optical control, as well as the size of these
sensors, pose significant challenges (Figure 5).

Microfluidics systems based sensors are also tried for dengue
virus detection. Microfluidics is a multipurpose technology that
combines several technologies. This also has advantages such as
reduced reagent use, little material handling, and a quick test time
(Kabir et al., 2021).

A combination of polymethacrylate microspheres and a
microfluidic device sensitive to Dengue virus antibodies was
used to speed up the experiment. The sensor was able to
detect 20 and 25 long capture oligonucleotides with a LOD
value of 10 pmol after being enhanced by a liposomal
encapsulated fluorescent reagent (Lee et al., 2009).

A novel method for detecting the Dengue virus uses a metal
oxide-based electronic biosensor. These devices function by
making contact between a biomolecule and a metal oxide layer
and then transferring charge from the biomolecule to the
underlayer, which generates an electrical signal. The sensitivity
of these biosensors is highly dependent on the specific region of
the underlayer (Garzón et al., 2019).

Because of their cost efficiency, ease of availability, and quick
detection systems for a variety of electroactive analytes,
voltammetric techniques might be used in a wide range of
biosensors. One of the appealing aspects of DNA biosensors is
their ultra-sensitivity, which allows for early detection of the
Dengue virus. The capture probe’s immobilization method can
potentially affect biosensor performance. The measuring of
current as a result of the reduction/oxidation of an
electroactive label or tag employed in Amperometric
biosensors. This method aids in the early identification of the
Dengue virus.

Detection of Human Papilloma Virus
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) is responsible for causing
Gynaecological malignancy, Cervical Cancer- a type of

FIGURE 5 | Dengue virus detection.
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malignant tumour that occurs in the cervix, the lowermost part of
the uterus, which is in turn connected to the vagina. When
exposed to HPV, the virus can survive for years, contributing
to a process that causes the cervical cells to transform into
cancerous cells. HPV Type-16 and Type-18 cause 70% of
cervical cancer and pre-cancerous lesions. The current
Diagnostic Approach for HPV includes, Paps-smear Test,
which has a false negative rate of 13–70% and that of false
positive is 0–14%. Technique like microarray, quantitative
Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR)
and next-generation sequencing (NGS) is highly specific and
sensitive but they are extremely expensive and time-consuming.

Electrochemical nano-sensors provide sensitive selective and
specific detection technique as an alternative to pre-existing
technique. It employs Cyclic Voltammetry, Square wave
Voltammetry (SWV), Electrochemical Impedence Spectroscopy
(EIS) to measure the output signal generated.

Wang et. Al in 2013, employs the EIS technique and developed
the Electrochemical Sensors by fixing gold nanoparticles and
immobilising ssDNA probe on SWCNT platforms. This
technique provides a highly specific biosensing platform for
HPV Type-16 detection with a limit of one attomole (Wang
et al., 2013). With the advancement in nanotechnology, giant-
magneto resistive biochip provides an alternative way to detect
HPV. These biochips are based on magnetic nanoparticle and
spin valve sensor array which provides cost effective and sensitive
approach for HPV DNA detection. It can detect the viral DNA at
a concentration as low as 10 mP (Xu et al., 2008).

Fluorescence based nano-biosensors can serve as an efficient
tool in HPV detection. Fluorescence labelled probe allows
multiplex detection in a single assay at low cost and rapidly.

Shamsipur et al., in 2017 developed a nano biosensor based on
FRET technique for the rapid detection of 22-mer
Oligonucleotide of HPV Type-18 gene using water soluble
CdTe quantum dots. It has a detection limit of 0.2 nm

(Shamsipur et al., 2017). Zhang et al. used microbeads to
detect the target DNA molecule of HPV Type-16 and type-18
(Zhang et al., 2011). Surface acoustic wave (SAW) biosensors
detect biomarkers by using acoustic waves. Acoustic waves are
confined on microfabricated sensors to detect HPV target DNA
molecules hybridised on the surface to detect target DNA
molecules. Its LOD is 1.21 pM (Wang et al., 2009).

Detection of SARS Cov-2 Virus
The novel coronavirus which was detected in Wuhan, PCR in
December 2019 has caused the global pandemic outbreak, which
we are currently struggling with. To get a hold of this pandemic,
rapid and sensitive diagnostic technique is the need of the hour.
For the most part, Covid-19 detection is based on quantitative
Reverse transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reactions (RT-PCR).
But the requirement of sophisticated instruments and trained
manpower limits its use especially in a low resource setting area.
The other techniques that are being employed for detection are
less efficient and show low accuracy (Lisboa Bastos et al., 2020).
For rapid diagnosis of viral particles, nano-biosensors are being
developed. To determine the severity of the disease graphene
based FET devices have been developed which helps to detect the
SARS-COV-2 viral load in the nasopharyngeal swabs of patients
(Seo et al., 2020). A graphene sheet attached to SiO2/Si substrate is
present in the screening area of FET- based biosensor which is
modified with SARS-COV-2 antibody. This is a highly sensitive
technique that helps to determine as low as 1 fg/ml in phosphate
buffer which is much lower than the value provided by ELISA and
PCR (Chu et al., 2020). FET biosensor showed discrimination
between healthy and diseased samples with lower detection limits
as compared to the currently used methods without any sample
preparation. It also showed high accuracy and sensitivity as it
doesn’t respond to MERS- CoV spike proteins.

Qiu and coworkers have recently developed a DNA-
nanosensor (Qiu et al., 2020). It consisted of a DNA-sensor

TABLE 1 | Different biosensors for the detection of Viruses and their properties.

Virus name Methods Expertise level Limit of detection References

HIV SPR(Surface plasmon resonance) based nano-biosensor Professionals 48 fM Diao et al. (2018)
DNA electrochemical based nano-biosensor Professionals 0.3 fM Babamiri et al. (2018)
Piezoelectric nano-biosensor Professionals 2 mg/ml Lu et al. (2012)
Sensitive impedimetric nano-biosensor Professionals 3.0*10–13 M (S/N � 3) Gong et al. (2015)

Influenza Antibody modified boron doped diamond nano-biosensor Professionals 1 fg/ml Nidzworski et al. (2017)
Quartz crystal microbalance nano-biosensor Professionals 1103 PFU/ml PeduruHewa et al. (2009)
Carbon nanotube electric immunoassay Professionals 180 TCID50/ml OF SIV Lee et al. (2011)
Optical nano-biosensor Professionals 2–100 ng/ml Pang et al. (2015)

Dengue Virus Optical nano-biosensor Professionals 0.125 nM Zaytseva et al. (2005)
Electrochemical nano-biosensor Professionals 0.92 nM Souza et al.,. (2011)
Piezoelectric nano-biosensor Professionals 2 PFU.ml−1 Chen et al. (2009)

HPV Electrochemical nano-biosensor Professionals 1 attomole Wang et al. (2013)
FRET technique based nano-biosensor Professionals 0.2 nm Shamsipur et al. (2017)
Surface acoustic wave biosensor Professionals 1.21 pM Wang et al. (2009)

SARS Cov-2 Graphene based FT device Professionals 3.99F m Li et al. (2021)
SERS based aptasensors Professionals 10 PFU.ml−1 Chen et al. (2021)

fM-femtomolar, mg-Milligram, ml-Milliliter, M-Molar, Fg-Femtogram, PFU- plaque forming assay, TCID50-Median Tissue Culture Infectious Dose, SIV-swine influenza virus, ng-Nanogram,
nM-Nanomolar, pM-picomolar, S/N-signal by noise ratio.
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with a single chip compiled with gold nano-island (Au NIs)
plasmonic photothermal (PPT) effect and localised surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) was combined by the chip for
sensing transduction.

Optic-based nanobiosensors employ light energy for the
detection of changes in any biological system and have
recently proved as a boon in Covid-19 pandemic times. SERS
is an example of optic based nanobiosensor which amplifies the
intensity of Raman scattering phenomenon by using
nanoparticles or metallic structures. SERS-based aptasensors
has been recently developed for detection and quantification of
SARS-CoV2 in biological sample with high sensitivity and
specificity. Its limit of detection is less than 10 PFU/ml and
time of detection is 15 min.

SERS based aptasensors detect the SARS-CoV2 spike proteins
by employing DNA-aptamers supported on AU-nanopopcorn
surfaces. As the spike protein binds the aptamers, it moves away
from Au nanopopcorn surface which leads to a decrease in
Raman peak intensity of Cy3 reporters (Chen et al., 2021).
Nano-Biosensors corresponding to 5 relevant viruses are
summarised in a tabular form (Table 1).

CONCLUSION

Virus-related diseases constitute a public health concern and the
recent pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 has proved again that
viral infections are a threat to the very existence of life on Earth.
As the eclipse period of the virus is normally asymptomatic,
healthcare seeking tendency is poor in infected individuals and by
the time the symptom appears and the virus has been detected,
the virus has already taken control over the host immune system.
Viruses, especially RNA viruses, can develop very quickly over
time, rapid detection is very much essential to keep them under
control. The conventional molecular methods for the detection of
viruses are always been the gold standard but it is sophisticated
machine-dependent and trained personnel are required.
Sometimes it takes quite a significant amount of time and
hence alternative methods especially in low resource area are
always a need.

Nanotechnology has come up with a great promise in
developing biosensors. Biosensors have been used to create a
variety of detection techniques, including optical biosensors,
photonic crystal biosensors, colorimetric biosensors, SPR
biosensors, fluorometric biosensors, and electrochemical
biosensors. Because of various benefits such as high sensitivity,
selectivity, repeatability, cheap cost, minimal sample need, and a

tiny device that can be utilized with simple handling and
operation, the notion of biosensors has been gaining traction
among the general public. This review takes advantage of newly
discovered biosensors for managing viral illnesses. Nano-
biosensors have a bright future in biomedical research since
the detection is more accurate, less time-consuming, and cost-
effective.

FUTURE ASPECT OF NANO-BIOSENSOR

Virus is a threat to mankind as they have a wide range of host and
can cause both acute and chronic illness. AIDS, Dengue,
Influenza, Hepatitis and presently the Covid-19 are some of
the examples of catastrophic viral diseases that can severely
impact every aspect of human life. Therefore, it is of utmost
importance and indeed the need of the hour that an early, rapid
and sensitive technique for recognition and quantification is
develops in order to curb this menace of viral infection. Over
the past decades, research has been conducted to come up with
such a technique. Nanotechnology has the potential to rapidly
identify viruses. Nanoparticles used in the nano-biosensors have
unique optical, magnetic, electronic, mechanical properties that
can lead to accurate detection of viruses with increased precision
and selectivity. In this review, we have described various nano-
biosensors for the detection of pathogenic viruses like HIV,
Influenza, Dengue, HPV and SARS-CoV-2. The use of
graphene oxide, quantum dots, silica, gold, magnetic
nanoparticles gives a suitable and accurate platform to detect
the viral components effectively. This review focuses on the
advantages of nano-biosensor over the existing conventional
techniques to detect pathogenic viruses. Researchers from all
over the world are giving great efforts to make the portable and
reusable devices for sensitive detection of viral components.
Nano-biosensor in the near future will be a major
breakthrough in diagnosis as they will provide early detection
of diseases with unprecedented precision that will improve the
health care system and provide patients with the best care
possible.
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